Strand exchange in lambda integrative recombination: genetics, biochemistry, and models.
We have asked, "What is the mechanism of strand exchange during site-specific recombination of phage lambda?" Crosses carried out in vivo have shown that the recombination joint can be extended rather than flush and that the four-strand breaks and rejoinings needed to from a recombinant can occur asynchronously. Crosses carried out in vitro have shown that all the nucleotides at the site of crossover are conserved during recombination, as are most or all of the superhelical turns present in the substrate molecules. We have presented new data showing that topoisomerase activity of Int protein relaxes DNA by making transient single-strand, rather than double-strand, breaks in the phosphodiester back-bone. These findings are incorporated into a model for strand exchange that has as its central intermediate a four-strand structure.